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Discussion Guide
Reading Comprehension
Making inferences is just like predicting. The reader uses
clues from the text and illustrations to infer what the
character is feeling or what might happen next in the book.
Inferring helps a reader improve their reading comprehension.
This strategy helps them get more involved in reading and
thinking about the story. The important skill to model to your
students is that inferring is important, but making the “right”
guess is not. Before reading, take a picture walk with your
child/class through Pink Tiara Cookies for Three and infer
what the story might be about based on the picture clues.
Reader’s Guide Questions

Before
Describe a time when you felt left out.
Explain what you know about solving problems with friends at school.
Do you think you should include someone who has not included you?
On your second reading of the book with your child/class, use different
colored sticky notes to tag the imagery in the book. For example, a pink
sticky note for every time the book describes a character trait such as
generosity.

During
Describe the characters in the book.
Who is the most important character and why?
Discuss the picture clues that make you think Sami is upset.
What clues do you find that tell you Sami and Jasmine will be friends?
How would you feel if you were Sami in the beginning and end of this story?
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Who would you turn to if you needed help in a situation like Sami’s?
What can you do if someone treats you the way Sami treats Stella by
threatening not to be her friend anymore if she plays with Jasmine?
Predict what will happens after Jasmine and Sami are chosen as science
partners.
Explain why you think Sami threatens Stella. Do you think what she is doing
is right or wrong?
Define the problem in the story. What is a possible solution?
Use your five senses to describe the famous tiara cookies with as many
details as possible.

After
Which illustration is your favorite and why?
Who was the narrator of the story?
Find examples of friendship in the story.
Compare Sami and Stella in a Venn Diagram. List what makes them the same
and what makes them different. For younger students, make a T-chart and
simply describe their differences.
Create a new ending for the story!
Give examples of where Sami makes a decision in the story. Does it happen
more than once?
How would the story be different if written through the eyes of Jasmine?
Sami bullies Stella. Can you explain why?
Why do you think children are mean to others?
Explain what you think Sami’s Mama meant when she called a group of three
a “Friendship Triangle”.
If Sami were to write a letter to Stella and Jasmine at the end of the story,
what do you think it would say?

Interested in an Author Visit? Find out more at www.mariadismondy.com

!
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Language Arts Lesson
Making Connections
Objective:
Students will make connections to their own lives as they listen to the book, Pink
Tiara Cookies.
Materials:
Book, attached response sheet and paper doll activity
Instead of reading the book yourself, you can listen and watch while author, Maria
Dismondy, reads the book at the following link on You Tube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HxtqIwhjYoU
Opening:
In a group setting, you will want to talk to your class about Making Connections, a
reading comprehension strategy. If they have already been exposed to this
strategy, tell them that today they will get the chance to make text-to-self
connections to the book you are about to read.
If your children have NOT been exposed to Making Connections, read the following
and explain how and why we use text-to-self connections.
Text%to%self!connections!are!highly!personal!connections!that!a!reader!makes!between!a!piece!of!reading!material!and!the!reader’s!
own!experiences!or!life.!An!example!of!a!text:to:self!connection!might!be,!"This!story!reminds!me!of!a!vacation!we!took!to!my!
grandfather’s!farm."!
Sometimes!when!reading,!readers!are!reminded!of!other!things!that!they!have!read,!other!books!by!the!same!author,!stories!from!a!
similar!genre,!or!perhaps!on!the!same!topic.!These!types!of!connections!are!text%to%text!connections.!Readers!gain!insight!during!
reading!by!thinking!about!how!the!information!they!are!reading!connects!to!other!familiar!text.!“This!character!has!the!same!problem!
that!I!read!about!in!a!story!last!year,”!would!be!an!example!of!a!text:to:text!connection.!
Below!are!some!examples!of!questions!that!can!be!used!to!facilitate!student!connections:!
Text%to%self:!What!does!this!remind!me!of!in!my!life?!!What!is!this!similar!to!in!my!life?!!How!is!this!different!from!my!life?!!Has!
something!like!this!ever!happened!to!me?!How!does!this!relate!to!my!life?!What!were!my!feelings!when!I!read!this?!
Text%to%text:!What!does!this!remind!me!of!in!another!book!I’ve!read?!!How!is!this!text!similar!to!other!things!I’ve!read?!!How!is!this!
different!from!other!books!I’ve!read?!Have!I!read!about!something!like!this!before?!
References:!http://forpd.ucf.edu!!

As an extension to this lesson, children will have the opportunity to make text-to-text connections.

Presentation:
Read ½ the book. Pass out the attached Making Connections sheet and give the
children time to illustrate according to the directions. Depending on your
academic abilities in your classroom, children can choose to draw a picture and
!
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write about the experience.

Exploration:
Gather your students to your meeting area. Give them time to share with the
group the text-to-self connections they made. Finish reading the book to your
class. Take time to stop and think out loud about connections you have to the text
and encourage the children to continue to make connections through out the
duration of the book. As an extension to this lesson, you can have the children use
the paper doll worksheet to illustrate a group of three friends that they may feel
a connection to the story Pink Tiara Cookies for Three.
Evaluate:
Consider how easily your students were able to connect to the characters and
situations in the story. The next step is to take another day and make text-totext connections comparing and contrasting this book with one of Maria’s other
books. Create a simple T-chart to record comparisons.
Connection:
Making connections helps us understand stories better. When we close the book
and think about what happened, it is easier for us to remember details because we
could connect to something that happened, a character’s feelings, etc. Remember
how important it is to stop and think as we read!
!

!
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Book: Pink Tiara Cookies for Three

Name:____________________
Date:_____________

Making Connections
Text-To-Self

In the book…

In my life…

Draw and/or write

Draw and/or write

!
!

Rhyme
Now there are Three
Written By: Maria Dismondy

Cookies, candy, chocolate cake.
We’re best friends for goodness sake!
Jump rope, swings and hopscotch, too. There’s so
much we love to do!
______ and _______ singing by the tree,
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Mittens come in pairs and now there are three!
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Friendship Triangle Lesson Plan
Today I am providing you with a lesson that you can use with my newest
children’s book, Pink Tiara Cookies for Three. The lesson can be use from
grades K-5.
Large Group Time: Read the book to your class. Take time to ask plenty of
questions before, during and after reading. Ask children to think about a time
that they felt left out when playing with friends. Please remember that this book
looks like a book for girls but the lesson learned is also a very important one for
boys.
Friendship Triangle: On a large piece of chart paper, make a large triangle. In one
corner of the triangle write “Say” in another triangle write “Do” and in the last
corner write “What Not To Do”
Brainstorm: As a class, use both the book and children’s personal experiences to
fill out the three corners of the chart. There are some ideas below. Friendship
Triangles can take up a lot of energy from both students and the teacher trying to
solve them. Time and energy that could be used doing something more fun!
Working with children to learn strategies to use when issues like the Friendship
Triangle occur, will help your classroom run more smoothly.
Do
Include others
Have more than one friend
Think about the qualities you
want in a friend
Get involved in activities where
you can meet new friends

Say
Kind words to others
How you feel
Talk to your parents/teacher
about your feelings

What Not to Do
Do not threaten others

Do not purposely exclude ot

Do not create "clubs" where
members decide who can an
can not be included.

Independent Work: For older students, you can have them write to a prompt about
a time they felt left out. What happened? What did they do? How did they feel
afterwards? Hand out the Character Cut Out picture from Illustrator Cary Pillo.
Have the class fold the paper like the diagram then cut out the character. Be sure
they do NOT cute where there are not dotted lines by the hand. This is what
holds the paper dolls together. Once they have their group of three friends, they
can decorate them to look like the three characters in Pink Tiara Cookies for
Three or like themselves and two other friends they have. Display your triangle
chart along with the writing and paper dolls.

___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

Pink Tiara Cookies for Three
Character Development Unit
Mrs. Saoud
Primary Graffiti

What is Bullying and Harassment?
Bullying is a conscious desire to hurt, exclude, or put
someone else down to make you feel better. Bullying can
be looks, actions, or words.

Bullying can include...
Being ignored regularly, excluded from a group, rumors
spread about you, or being made fun of.

Types of Bullying
Physical Bullying: hitting or punching
Verbal Bullying: teasing and name calling
Emotional Bullying: gestures, exclusion, cyber bullying

Dream Takers include...
Providing the audience, unsupportive, passing harassing
notes, passing rumors, laughing at bully’s actions.

Effects of Bullying
The stress of being bullied can interfere with students’
engagement and learning in school. Children who are
bullied are more likely than other children to become
depressed, lonely, and anxious.

Author’s Note
This book (Pink Tiara Cookies for Three) brings up the
concept of “Three’s a Crowd.” Children have the tendency
to exclude others and may directly or subtly threaten
their friends, which is a form of bulling.

Maria Dismondy

Summary
Sami and Stella are best friends and neighbors. When
Jasmine moves in across the street, a friendship
triangle begins. The girls learn how to adjust and make
room for three.

Award Winning Author
Click images to link..

Themes
Print each poster and discuss the themes prior
to reading the story to provide background
knowledge and make connections.

Self-Esteem
Self-esteem is how we value ourselves.
The prom queen shows confidence as
she accepts her new title.

Friendship
3800 Cherry Blossom Trees were
given to the United States from
Japan in 1912 as a symbol of
friendship.

Individuality
Individuality is character that
stands out from others of the
same kind.
The boy LOVES the
color pink.

Inclusion
A person included into a larger
group is defined as inclusion.
Stella and Sami included Jasmine
into their friendship.

Credits
!
Retell!graphic!organizer!and!worksheet!created!by:!!
Jodi!Southard!
at!http://fun<in<first.blogspot.com/!
!
Freebie!from!Character!Development!Unit!created!by:!!
Cheryl!Saoud!!
at!http://primarygraffiti.blogspot.com/!
!
You!can!purchase!the!entire!unit!for!$3.00!here:!!
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Pink<Tiara<
Cookies<for<Three<Character<Unit!
!
Coloring!Sheets!created!by!illustrator!Cary!Pillo!
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